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Executive Summary
INFOMAR is the Department of Communications, Climate
Action and Environment funded national seabed mapping
programme, jointly managed and delivered by Geological
Survey Ireland and Marine Institute. The programme aims to
provide comprehensive and accessible marine datasets for
Irish waters that underpin and add value to marine research,
national and European reporting obligations, and inform
government policy. INFOMAR products continue to foster
growth within the national blue economy, to communicate the
health and integrity of the natural marine environment, and
to facilitate international collaboration and best practice in
securing sustainable development of Ireland's marine resource.

2018 was another successful year for
INFOMAR as the joint programme
partners continued to map Irelands’
seabed in busy coastal waters and
further offshore on the continental
shelf, while proactively leading and
engaging with a number of related
projects. Annual survey plans are
based on consideration of logistical
and operational issues and guided
by rigorous stakeholder consultation,
including INFOMAR and Geoscience
Ireland seminars, workshops, and
feedback from the Programme Board,
Technical Advisory Committee, and
project team.
Four Marine Institute coordinated
surveys were undertaken in the SE
Celtic Sea onboard the RV Celtic
Voyager and RV Celtic Explorer totalling
98 vessel days. Of particular interest
was the mapping of an 80 km stretch
of the eastern part of a significant
glacially derived channel complex, with
further surveying required to establish
its true scale. Geological Survey
Ireland coordinated 767 days of survey

operations onboard the RV Keary,
RV Geo, RV Lír and RV Mallet in the
Northern Irish Sea, and in coastal and
offshore regions of Wexford and East
Carnsore. Collectively during 2018 the
INFOMAR team mapped 11,723 km2
of seabed, acquired 45,863 survey line
kilometres, and surveyed 18 shipwrecks,
significantly surpassing expectations and
targets.
New initiatives were also explored
to develop partnerships, leverage
opportunistic data gathering on 3rd
party programmes and vessels, and to
support capacity build. A successful
cross border knowledge exchange
initiative was carried out in the Irish Sea
in collaboration with Northern Ireland’s
Agrifoods and Biosciences Institute on
board the Research Vessel Corystes, and
an opportunistic sampling strategy was
developed in collaboration with Marine
Institute Fisheries Ecosystem Advisory
Services (FEAS) to carry out sediment
sampling during stock assessment
surveys.

INFOMAR continued to support the
European Maritime and Fisheries
Fund and National Parks and Wildlife
Service resourced offshore reef
survey, SeaRover, addressing Ireland’s
international obligations under the EC
Habitats Directive, and strengthening
international and interdepartmental
research & operational collaboration.
Outputs will in addition support
Marine Strategy Framework Directive,
Marine Spatial Planning, OSPAR, and
sustainable fisheries management.
INFOMAR continued to produce high
resolution digital charts, map series and
3D shipwreck models that are freely
available and easily accessible. Webmapping viewers have been updated
to provide online users with more
accessible data, supported by a new I.T.
architecture developed in response to
increased data demands.
The team attended and presented
at various national and international
conferences and trade-shows, and
progressed numerous Research &
Development collaborations including
SeaMonitor, EMODNet Habitats,
Bathymetry & Geology, ProAtlantic, &
Cherish, and they are actively leading
multiple Work Packages across existing
and new projects in development.
INFOMAR has maintained a strong
media presence and were highly visible
across TV, Radio, Print and online
articles during 2018, including seabed
mapping overiews, the discovery of
new canyon systems, coral species
and sensitive habitats, and the
announcement of a new survey vessel.
The annual seminar hosted Nov 8th
by the team in Kinsale, Co. Cork was
highly anticipated and focussed on
demonstrating how INFOMAR enables
Blue Growth. The thematic objective

was to reinforce INFOMAR’s role in
delivering a foundation for marine
resource, risk and environmental
mapping and management. A wide
range of applications were presented
detailing the use of seabed data across
the marine sector including fisheries &
conservation, aquaculture, archaeology,
renewable energy, emerging technology
and research. The strong industry, public,
government and research attendance
reflected the extent of programme
impact, be it in support of Marine Spatial
Planning, or enabling autonomous
vehicle innovation.
Of note, was the official launch of
the new INFOMAR website, now
reflecting the quality of programme work
undertaken, and giving easy open access
to the broad array of data, products, and
services provided by the team.
INFOMAR data was also introduced to
the Irish school curriculum, specifically
the new Junior Cycle Geography course.
Delivering on INFOMARs education
and outreach programme, this initiative
was made possible through partnership
with ScoilNet, via their online Education
portal which contains specific lesson
plans based on INFOMAR online data.
Now three years into Phase II (2016 –
2026) it is becoming clearer each year how
INFOMAR generated knowledge of the
ocean floor is delivering incredible benefits
for the island of Ireland. While a range
of navigational, environmental, heritage
and legislative obligations still remain to
be addressed, numerous research and
infrastructural development initiatives are
beginning to benefit directly, including
expansion of ports and harbours, routing
of global telecommunications cabling,
and sustainable management of seafood
resources.
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Programme 1 - Data Acquisition,
Management, Interpretation
INFOMAR Programme 1 Objective: To contribute to the management of activities and
resources in Irish inshore areas by completing a comprehensive mapping and data interpretation
programme for priority areas, followed by completion of remaining unmapped areas.
Acquisition Plans: 2018 survey targets were defined based on stakeholder consultation at the
2015 INFOMAR seminar, the 2015 GeoScience Ireland seminar, an MI stakeholder workshop,
a Programme Board and INFOMAR Team Phase 2 Planning Workshop, Technical Advisory
Committee feedback, and with consideration of logistical and operational issues.

2018 Completed Surveys
The collective Marine Institute and Geological Survey Ireland 2018 proposed work areas and end of year survey coverage and
groundtruthing achieved are outlined below (Figure 1, Figure 2, Table 1, and Table 2).
Marine Institute coordinated surveys were undertaken in the SE Celtic Sea onboard the RV Celtic Voyager (CV) and RV Celtic
Explorer (CE). During the combined RV Celtic Voyager and RV Celtic Explorer allocated days, the annual coverage target of 4,752
km2 was surpassed, with 7,685 km2 of new survey coverage achieved, during 20,729 survey line kilometres.
During the 90 vessel charter days, augmented by 8 additional CV survey days allocated by MI, 8,095 km2 of seabed was
mapped in total, before adjacent survey overlaps were removed to establish total new coverage. Table 1 gives a summary of the
survey activity for the year.
Geological Survey Ireland coordinated surveys were undertaken onboard the RV Keary, RV Geo, RV Lír and RV Mallet in the
Celtic Sea and the southern Irish coasts of Wexford, Waterford and Cork throughout 2018. This added to coverage attained
during previous INFOMAR surveys. In total 767 days of survey operations were carried out amongst all inshore survey vessels
achieving a total of 3,628 km2 of seabed mapped and a total of 25,124 survey line kilometres sailed and surveyed.
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Figure 1: INFOMAR 2018 Proposed Working Areas.
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Figure 2: INFOMAR 2018 Survey Coverage Achieved.
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Annual Survey Overview
Survey Name

Location

Survey Dates

Survey Days

Weather
Downtime %

Coverage (km2)

Line Kms

CE18_01

Celtic Sea

Apr 22 – May 13

22

2

2445

6356

CV18_01

Celtic Sea

May 27 – Jun 08

13

0

1449

3732

CV18_02

Celtic Sea

Jul 20 – Aug 17

29

27

2204

5486

CV18_03

Celtic Sea

Aug 27 – Sept 29

34

32

1997

5165

8095

20739

Table 1: Summary of 2018 MI coordinated INFOMAR shelf survey activity.

Survey Name

Location

Survey Dates

Survey Days

Weather
Downtime %

Coverage (km2)

Line Kms

KRY18_01

Celtic Sea

Mar 27 – Jun 25

91

46*

850

4262

KRY18_02

Celtic Sea

Jun 25 – Aug 7

44

22*

259

1667

KRY18_03

Anglesea, Wales

Aug 8 – Aug 22

15

17*

15

457

KRY18_04

Celtic Sea

Aug 30 – Oct 17

49

34*

156

1374

KRY18_05

Smerwick Harbour, Oct 19 – Oct 26
Co. Kerry

8

0

7

176

GEO18_01

South-East Coast

May 10 –Jul 2

52

28*

15

922

GEO18_02

South Coast

Jul 3 – Oct 31

121

28*

31

1684

MAL18_01

Celtic Sea

Apr 27 – Jul 3

68

37*

785

3562

MAL18_02

Celtic Sea

Jul 4 – Oct 31

118

43*

925

3835

LIR18_01

Dublin

Mar 23 – Mar 24

2

0

0.3

698

LIR18_02

South-East Coast

April 20 – Jul 1

71

28*

234

3054

LIR18_03

South Coast

Jul 3 – Nov 2

124

24*

168

2552

LIR18_04

Dublin

Nov 18

1

0

Jun 18 – Jun 21

3

0

183

881

3628

25124

COR18_01 (AFBI) Northern Irish Sea

Table 2: Summary of 2018 GSI coordinated INFOMAR inshore survey activity.
*Weather standby normalised to proportion of time available for survey operations (i.e. port call removed).

Notes:
1. Vessels were operational at reduced speeds at times due to weather; however, this is not captured or reflected in survey statistics.
2. Vessels have varying seatime endurance, impacting transit, portcall and operational statistics accordingly.
3. Larger vessels are less susceptible to weather, achieving higher operational rates per day, particularly those operating 24 hrs vs
daylight only.
4. The RV Celtic Explorer, RV Celtic Voyager and RV Keary undertook groundtruthing which (a) impacts acquired multibeam
coverage and (b) will be an increased requirement.
5. Adjacent surveys require overlapping coverage, which must be considered in GIS calculations and annual reporting of total new
coverage achieved.
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MI Core INFOMAR Survey Summary
The area encompassed by the 7,685 km2 of new survey coverage achieved during the 20,739
survey line kilometres, was both complex and diverse. Variable seabed hardness and bathymetry
combined with a complex dynamic oceanographic regime, lead to increased onboard QC
requirement and post survey data processing effort. 18 shipwrecks were identified, and a
very significant large channel complex was further surveyed extending SW towards the shelf
break. The channel, most likely of glacial origin, appears mostly U-shaped, presents various
bifurcations and extends in excess of 80 km, ranging in width from 1.5 to 3 km. The channel
depth ranges from 15 to 25 m and soft sediment infill have been observed on various parts
where thickness varies from 5 to 10 m, being greatest at the centre of the channel.

Figure 3: Top Left - Main channel feature (plan view), Top Right - 3d perspective view of the channel bifurcation. Bottom - shallow seismic profile
across the channel with visible sediment infill.
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Overall 2018 survey targets were set for individual legs of the scheduled RV Celtic Voyager and RV Celtic Explorer ship time
(Table 3.). A combined survey coverage target of 2.9 INFOMAR Survey Units was determined for the RV Celtic Voyager , (i.e.
2.9 x 1,000 km2). Survey coverage achieved however was 5.6 ISU (5,650 km2), 190% of the targeted coverage. This was
due to good weather conditions, MI allocation of 8 extra CV survey days, optimal survey design and configuration including
deployment of a moving vessel profiler, but most significantly, due to mapping having been focussed in deeper waters within
the 50 – 100 depth band (achieving increased swath width).
A survey coverage target of 1.9 INFOMAR Survey Units was determined for the RV Celtic Explorer, (i.e. 1.9 x 1,000 km2),
while survey coverage achieved was 2.4 ISU (2,445 km2). Specifically, 126.3% of the targeted coverage was achieved, due to
favourable weather incurred, and extended coverage acquired during a period when the EM1002 was the primary multibeam
due to technical issues with the EM2040. While EM1002 bathymetric data resolution is lesser than the EM2040, data
meets required IHO specifications, coverage rates were increased, and backscatter is superior. 8.5 hours survey downtime
was incurred troubleshooting the EM2040 system. Both vessels performed effectively and no other technical downtime was
incurred during the survey season.

2018 Shelf Mapping Targets

Shelf Mapping Achieved
Vessel Days
By Leg

Coverage
Target (km2)

Coverage
Coverage
Target ISUs (1
Achieved (km2)
2
ISU = 1000km )

Coverage
Achieved ISUs

Celtic Explorer

CE18_01

22

1851

1.9

2445

2.4

Celtic Voyager

CV18_01

13

555

0.6

1449

1.4

CV18_02

29

1237

1.2

2204

2.2

CV18_03

34

1109

1.1

1997

2.0

4752

4.8

8095

8.0

Total

Table 3: Overview of shelf mapping INFOMAR survey achievements relative to targets set at the start of 2018.
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GSI Core INFOMAR Survey Summary

Figure 4: INFOMAR Inshore fleet 2018.

Survey coverage attained by the inshore fleet exceeded the projected targets set out at the
beginning of 2018. The performance indicators of 3,628 km2 surveyed and a combined total of
25,124 line kilometres surveyed represents the highest coverage achieved yet to date for the
inshore fleet. The apparent improvement in the performance of the inshore fleet throughout 2018
must be considered against the following factors which positively impacted operational efficiencies.
1. Four inshore survey vessels were operational throughout the 2018 survey season and reliability issues were less severe than
previous seasons.
2. The 2018 survey season enjoyed periods of settled and favourable weather.
3. Onsite training and procedures developed over the last three years reached maturity. Vessel crews deserve credit for
capitalising on the opportunity offered by the weather.
4. The south coast of Ireland has a larger tidal range compared to the East Coast allowing for more flexibility when surveying
close to shore.
5. The decision to operate the fleet further offshore resulted in greater area covered than would have been attained had the
vessels focused on inshore waters only, with the increased operating water depths translating into higher coverage figures.
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2018 Inshore Mapping Targets

Inshore Mapping Achieved
Vessel Days
By Leg*

RV Mallet

RV Keary

RV Geo

RV Lír

M.V. Corystes

Coverage
Target (km2)

Coverage
Coverage
Target ISUs (1
Achieved (km2)
ISU = 1000km2)

Coverage
Achieved ISUs

MAL18_01

12

785

0.79

MAL18_02

12

925

0.93

KRY18_01

17

850

0.85

KRY18_02

7

259

0.26

KRY18_03

2

15

0.02

KRY18_04

5

156

0.16

KRY18_05

1

7

0.01

GEO18_01

6

15

0.02

GEO18_02

15

31

0.03

LIR18_01

0.2

0.3

0.0003

LIR18_02

13

234

0.23

LIR18_03

16

168

0.17

COR18_01

3

183

0.18

Total

109.2

3628.3

3.63

2566.4

2.5

Table 4: Overview of inshore mapping INFOMAR survey achievements relative to targets set at the start of 2018.
*Value for days here represents number of 24-hour days of active survey acquisition, **GSI vessels share one coverage target as their distribution
across the survey area varies according to weather and logistics.
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2018 Additional Survey Activity
AFBI Collaboration
A successful cross border knowledge exchange initiative was carried out in the Irish Sea in June of 2018 in collaboration with
Northern Ireland’s Agrifoods and Biosciences Institute (AFBI) on board the Research Vessel Corystes. INFOMAR contributed
expertise in the mobilisation and operation of a high precision multibeam mapping solution (AFBI owned) including associated
data processing in exchange for 24 hrs + of seabed mapping within an INFOMAR survey area of the Irish Sea. The collaboration
produced very good quality data for both the AFBI and INFOMAR areas of interest and resulted in 183 km2 of additional
INFOMAR survey coverage with over 800 line kilometres surveyed as part of the exchange. It is hoped that the collaboration
will be built upon further during future AFBI multibeam surveys ensuring that high data standards are obtained by AFBI to
underpin their research while INFOMAR benefits from additional survey coverage and the opportunity to expose and train
team members in ship based MBES installation, validation and operations (these skills are valuable and difficult to maintain
when equipment is permanently mobilised as on the INFOMAR fleet). Coverage attained in 2018 as part of this collaboration
can be seen in Appendix 3.

CHERISH Partnership
The partnership between GSI/INFOMAR and the INTERREG-funded CHERISH project continued through 2018, with survey
activity in both Ireland and Wales. Marine multibeam and sub-bottom surveying conducted with INFOMAR vessels completed
150 km2 of bathymetric coverage in combined INFOMAR and CHERISH areas. This largely completes the bathymetric surveys
along the east and south coasts of Ireland for CHERISH. Due to potential archaeological significance, 8 km2 in Smerwick
Harbour, Co Kerry was also surveyed, with significant results passed onto CHERISH partners in the Discovery Programme.
Marine surveying commenced in Wales, with the RV Keary conducting 12 km2 of bathymetry and sub-bottom surveys from
8th to 23rd August. Results include a survey of Caernarfon Marina, the Menai Straits, two comprehensive wreck surveys and
a seamless onshore-offshore map of Puffin Island NE Anglesey. Development work into the application of UAVs for coastal
zone mapping continued and a follow on programme of data acquisition within CHERISH areas is scheduled for 2019 to be
coordinated with INFOMAR surveys.
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2018 Groundtruthing Activity
RV Celtic Explorer and RV Celtic Voyager have routinely collected sediment samples during 2018 survey operation to contribute
to groundtruthing requirements for the creation of sediment distribution and habitat maps. Groundtruthing effort will increase
in the coming years both coastally and offshore to facilitate INFOMAR product development. An opportunistic sampling
strategy implemented by AMS in Q1 2018 is being further developed in collaboration with Marine Institute Fisheries Ecosystem
Advisory Services (FEAS) to carry out sediment sampling during stock assessment surveys when time and resources are
available. Associated shiptime and lab analysis work are being contributed through the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund
(EMFF), and results will underpin multiple programmes and reporting requirements, including MSFD, Habitats Directive, MSP
and OSPAR reporting (Figure 5). Sediment samples were collected predominantly in the Celtic Sea, and Particle Size Analysis is
being carried out (Table 5). This opportunistic strategy is due to continue in 2019.

The sediment sampling effort achieved for 2018 includes:
• 105 sediment samples collected on RV Celtic Explorer and RV Celtic Voyager surveys.
• 134 sediment samples collected by FEAS during stock assessment surveys .
• 88 samples collected in the NW shelf by MI awarded MARA 2 research survey led by Dr. Kieran Craven (National University
of Ireland Maynooth).
• 30 samples acquired on the RV Keary in the Kinsale area.
• 17 samples and several video tows acquired by RV Kristina in Galway Bay. These were acquired in areas with LiDAR only
coverage to improve habitat mapping products.
• 50 (ROV push core) samples acquired during EMFF Offshore reef-SeaRover.
Survey name

Samples collected

Particle size analysis completion

CE18_01

15

Q1-2019

CV18_01

25

Q1-2019

CV18_02

6

Q1-2019

CV18_03

59

Q1-2019

CV18016_MARA2

88

Completed

Kristina_leg1

14

Q1-2019

Kristina_leg2

3

Q1-2019

KRY18_02

30

Q1-2019

88

Completed

INFOMAR sediment sampling

NUIM sampling
CV18016_MARA2

Fisheries opportunistic sediment sampling
CE18004_IAMS2018

12

Completed

CE18009_WESPAS

20

Completed

CV18018_UWTV

54

Completed

CE18016_HERRING

26

Q1-2019

CE18017-IGFS

22

Q1-2019

Table 5: Overview of sediment sampling effort by survey, and status of particle size analysis.
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Figure 5: Sediment sampling achieved by INFOMAR and MI Fisheries Ecosystem Advisory Services during 2018.
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In December 2018, INFOMAR/MCU chartered a local vessel to conduct underwater video
surveys of 33 sites in Mulroy Bay using a novel approach for harvesting stills images from 4k
“GO-Pro” video. The technique was successfully trialled in advance of the 2019 survey season
as an effort to add value to survey efforts while on site. These high definition recordings will
support seabed classification efforts in the area of Mulroy Bay.

Figure 6: Go-Pro ground-truthing video still of gravel and kelp in Mulroy Bay, Co. Donegal.
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Programme 2 - Data
Exchange & Integration
INFOMAR Programme 2 Objective: Establishment of processes and procedures to establish an
Inter-Agency National Marine Data Discovery and Exchange Service.
Measure 1: Data Integration
A major objective of INFOMAR is to develop the capability to integrate both ‘foundation data’
(general seabed survey and environmental data) and ‘stakeholder datasets’ (i.e. designed for
specialist use) in order to facilitate the development of specific information services by the public
and private sector. The vision is to develop and continuously build a knowledge base over time,
which will enable Ireland to develop and manage its marine resource in a sustainable manner.
Measure 2: Data Exchange
A programme to target data integration and data exchange is essential to maximising the value
of existing and new data to the broad range of stakeholders. This requires the development of
co-ordinated access to the data and selection of key aspects of the data for integration with
other key marine data sets.

Introduction
INFOMAR provides free open source data underpinning a wealth of applications. Data applications are continuously growing,
and programme outputs enable quicker decision making, smarter long term planning, and more sustainable development.
Storage and analytics technology are evolving rapidly, as are user requirements. Consequently, INFOMAR products and
data delivery mechanisms are dynamic, with outputs now delivering to marine leisure applications, supporting infrastructure
development projects, and underpinning regional tourism initiatives and marine resource management plans.
Processed bathymetry data acquired from all INFOMAR vessels are merged in Marine Institute and Geological Survey Ireland,
with maps and digital products subsequently created, including pdf charts, grids, web map services, and a variety of raw and
processed data products. Once finalised, the outputs are archived, provided in duplicate to Geological Survey Ireland and
Marine Institute and made available through the INFOMAR website, and a variety of data and digital mapping services.
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INFOMAR Activity
The key data exchange and integration related project areas progressed by INFOMAR during
2018 include the following;
• Design and development of the new INFOMAR website (officially launched on November 8th at the 2018 annual
seminar). A number of audits and user feedback indicated that the current INFOMAR site did not provide a satisfactory
online presence. Considering the relevance of seabed data to a wide range of marine sectors and end-users, a complete
rebranding of the website was undertaken in order to provide a contemporary feel capable of reflecting the quality of the
work undertaken, and the data acquired by the INFOMAR program, and simultaneously to promote their use. This work was
undertaken during Q1-Q2 2018 and involved a complete redesign, rebranding and development of a new web interface.
The key objectives for the development of the new website were to:
˃ Provide access to INFOMAR data and products in a clear and concise manner. A public enquiry was carried out by
Risk Solutions as part of the INFOMAR program review in 2016. One of the key recommendations was to improve the
accessibility of the data and products.
˃ Give a clear overview of what INFOMAR is, why it is important, who is involved, & who benefits.
˃ Be smart device friendly and linked with social media.
˃ Present INFOMAR project plans, progress and events in a clear way.
˃ Present key achievements, use cases, outputs & opportunities.
˃ Present a graphics based design approach with collapsible text blocks and pdf links to more technical documentation.
˃ Provide a clear pathway of engagement for users/stakeholders.

Design and development of the website was completed in July 2018. An MI & GSI team were appointed to review and update
the new content created, to test the new site, and provide feedback in preparation for the launch. Previews of the landing page
and some of the key pages are provided in Figures 7 and 8 below.

Figure 7: Preview of the INFOMAR website landing page. Access to key information and main data viewers is one click away.
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Figure 8: Preview of content for some key pages, including publications, outreach, vessel information, and case studies.
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Chart production has been progressed as processed data have become
available. All charts are currently published to the web in pdf format. Grids and
associated data are also available through web map services post QC, which
enables chart series and scale to be selected through the layer icon.
https://www.infomar.ie/maps/downloadable-maps/charts

In 2018 the following charts were completed:
˃ 50k and 100k charts completed for Lough Foyle and Wexford.
˃ NW1, NW2, NW3, NW4, NW5 and NW6 chart completed for the 100k chart series
˃ Grey scale charts completed for all 26 bays.
˃ 12 Seabed Classification Charts have been created, with coastal areas classified to produce high resolution maps
characterising the extent of sand, mud, rock.
These are now available through the new Chart download facility on the new INFOMAR website. Sediment classification data
are added to a new INFOMAR collated substrate layer, which is available as an ArcGIS service, through INFOMAR web mapping
viewers, and also through Digital Ocean and the Marine Atlas. These data layers are essential for fisheries management, marine
spatial planning, environmental assessment, and reporting on EU Directives.

Figure 9: Seabed Chart Outlines (left) and seabed classification chart from Galway Bay (right).

• Development of Backscatter tile service to output newly reprocessed and much improved backscatter data. These
Tile Services are available as part of the INFOMAR web services suite, displayed on Digital Ocean, and accessible for
developers to ingest as basemaps. The data have been reprocessed using the latest implementation of GeoCoder
algorithm to reduce noise in the data, significantly improving overall product quality. Also grids with intensity values
rather than RGB images have been output for each survey area, enabling levelling of data from adjacent surveys. This
significantly reduces the variability in backscatter data between individual surveys. This new backscatter data is now
accessible online as an ArcGIS service, enabling GIS users to integrate the data into software such as ArcGIS & Global
Mapper.
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Figure 10: Before (left) and after (right) reprocessing of backscatter data to reduce striping.

Figure 11: Before (top left) and after (bottom right) reprocessing of backscatter to reduce survey variability.

• Update of INFOMAR Bathymetry Tile Services, which makes shaded relief bathymetry data with contours available as
digital map tiles. This improves and speeds up data accessibility via the web. These INFOMAR accredited Tile Services are
available as part of the INFOMAR web services suite, displayed on Digital Ocean, and available for developers to ingest as
basemaps. In addition these new tiles are also now available as an ArcGIS service which again enables GIS users access this
dataset online.
• The backscatter and bathymetry shaded relief data are now in an INFOMAR Geodatabase on a server. These are used in
the field by Fisheries Ecosystem Advisory Services during stock assessment surveys for tow selection and to avoid gear loss
or damage. The database will be updated on a regular basis in support of such offshore survey activities. Installation and
implementation of the same database on all survey platforms will ensure all INFOMAR personnel irrespective of location or
web connectivity will have access to critical information for survey planning, reporting, and onsite processing.
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• Several new web mapping viewers
are now fully embedded in the new
INFOMAR website, and accessible
as tabbed map interfaces on the
front page of the site (Figure 12).

Figure 12: New tabbed set of maps on front page of soon to be launched new Infomar website.

• Development of the Seabed and
Sediment Data Viewer (Figure
13) shows the Bathymetry and
Backscatter Tile services, Sediment
Classification and sample locations.
There is a function to allow the
user to compare Bathymetry and
backscatter data. Users can also click
on points to view seabed sample
data and images.
Figure 13: Seabed and sediment viewer with split screen functionality. From left to right:
multibeam backscatter, bathymetry and sediment samples, sediment distribution.

• Expansion of the Charts viewer
(Figure 14) shows the standard
INFOMAR charts. The user can
select the relevant chart area of
interest, preview that specific chart,
alternate the view to other chart types
available, before selecting the required
chart for download (bathymetry,
backscatter, shaded relief and sediment
classification charts in .pdf format). The
new 1:100,000 chart series are also
incorporated to provide full coastal
coverage.

Figure 14: Chart download interface.
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• Development of INFOMAR Maps
Viewer (Figure 15) which enables
display and download of various
maps which are not part of the
standard charts set. These include
the greyscale shaded relief map
series, kmz files, survey coverage
maps, and Real Map of Ireland.

Figure 15: INFOMAR Maps interface.

• Shipwrecks viewer (Figure 16)
shows the map based shipwreck
inventory. The map interface
clusters wreck locations which
expand as a user zooms in, and
it highlights sites with additional
information available, including
INFOMAR wreck reports and
interrogable 3D models.

Figure 16: Map based shipwreck inventory.

• Expansion of INFOMAR’s 3D
interactive wreck model inventory
to include 22 new Sketchfab
modelled shipwrecks (total of 71),
allowing the user to view, rotate and
analyse the wreck, for interest, or
for dive planning. These continue
to be released as part of the
#shipwrecksaturday social media
campaign (Figure 17).

Figure 17: 3D interactive shipwreck inventory www.sketchfab.com/infomar.
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• Research Map interface showing
location of research projects funded
or supported by the INFOMAR
program (Figure 18). The interface
again uses clustering to group areas
which expand as user zoom in. User
can click on a point to reveal the
research title, organisation and link
to resulting publications.

Figure 18: Research Map.

• New Surveys report and metadata
viewer (Figure 19). This shows areas
surveyed and planned for survey.
This will address recommendations
from the 2016 Risk Solutions
Programme Review on improving
publicly available information on
achievements and plans. It will
allow a user to identify a survey of
interest, and download the survey
summary report, and/or full report
and query tracklines metadata
before proceeding to data search
and download. Survey reporting
needs to be progressed to fully
populate the metadata, particularly
for inshore operations where such
reports are incomplete.

Figure 19: Survey metadata interface.

• A Ship Tracking Viewer (Figure
20) has been integrated within the
new website and shows up to date
locations for all INFOMAR vessels,
view vessel details, photos and
previous tracks.

Figure 20: Vessel Tracking Interface.
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• Expansion of Spyglass Story
maps for education and outreach.
Following on from the success of
the Aran Island and Cork Harbour
Spyglass Story maps (Figure 21)
which show contrast between
historical admiralty maps and new
high resolutions multibeam data, 3
new areas have been added: Dublin
Bay, Donegal Bay and Galway Bay.
These have been integrated into the
new website.

Figure 21: Spyglass story map showing Admiralty chart for Dun Laoghaire Harbour (Kingstown
Harbour) with high resolution bathymetry sonar data. https://www.infomar.ie/maps/story-maps.

• Administrative work has been progressed relating to a new MI Data Management Quality Management Framework to
guide scientific and environmental data management processes including collection, storage, quality control, provision and
statutory reporting. A Data Quality manual has been drafted and an implementation pack developed, incorporating a series
of templates and guidelines to ensure that key deliverables are in place for the framework. A pilot ‘proof-of-concept’ using
5 processes from each Service Area is in progress to assess if it is fit for purpose, and to inform adaptations required prior
to rolling the framework out across the Institute. INFOMAR Bathymetry and Backscatter processes are included and have
contributed to this pilot. The following were developed in accordance with the pack guidelines for the bathymetry and
backscatter processes:
˃ Data Management Plan
˃ INFOMAR data acquisition, processing and publication process flows
˃ Operations Performance Evaluation
˃ Data Catalogue entry

• A new data management team has been assembled at GSI focused on refining processes and workflows in the management
of MCU/INFOMAR datasets including; harmonisation, cataloguing, metadata, policy and strategy.

• Interactive Web Data Delivery System (IWDDS) statistics for historic data downloads (2014 – 2018) show 2018 has the
highest recorded levels of both downloads and users to date (Figure 22) with a 38% increase in data (GB).
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Figure 22: Number of downloads, combined download size (GB) and number of users of Interactive Web Data Delivery System (IWDDS) between
2014 – 2018 and IWDDS Data downloads by product for 2018.

Website Statistics
Google analytics is used to track usage of the INFOMAR website. The statistics for this year are split over 2 reports shown
below, one for the old INFOMAR website and a second for the new INFOMAR website which became live on the 10th
October 2018. The following information is generalised based on combination of the 2 reports.
Reporting indicated a combined total number of visits to the site (27,563) as well as the number of new users (18,544). The
monthly site use peaked in November with 2,898 visits, coinciding with the launch of the new website. The Sessions by Source
highlights that the sites were accessed primarily following a search on Google. The Sessions by Device Category shows that
about two thirds of users are still accessing the sites via a desktop and a third using mobile or tablet devices.
The Events by Event Action in the old INFOMAR site and the Page Views by Page Title for the new site show at a high level
what areas of the site most users are interested in. These tables show the Data Download, maps, charts and shipwrecks to be
key areas of interest. Finally the Sessions by Country shows as one would expect that the majority of visitors are from Ireland
with the remainder coming from UK, US, France, Germany, Netherlands and Canada.
Data download statistics are unavailable between the launch of the new website on Oct 10th until Nov 20th. This is due to
reduced functionality necessitating some technical upgrades. Google Analytics reveal a total of 11,015 download events from
the old website until 10th Oct. The breakdown by product is shown in Figure 22. Data download statistics thereafter are not
directly comparable as the structure of the site was modified. However, total events by category show that Charts are still the
most downloaded product on the new site at 73.8%.
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Figure 23: 2018 Data downloads by product (%) from 01st Jan –10th Oct (old site), and from 20th Nov – 31st Dec (New Site).

Social Media Statistics
The INFOMAR Social Media strategy was implemented using a similar approach to that taken in previous years, with a particular
focus on Twitter and Facebook activity. The current approach has been effective in increasing the Reach and Following of the
programme on social media, and the programme team plan to build on this progress in the future, with a particular emphasis on
ensuring that INFOMAR branding is associated with such activity. A new group within the programme will review performance
statistics and metrics (below), with a view to focussing and planning communications and outreach activity for 2019. Clear
targets will be identified, and messaging and content will be prepared in advance to maximise the impact of outreach activities.

Figure 24: INFOMAR Social Media Overview and summary statistics per application.
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Multibeam Data Processing
Marine Institute Processing Plans & Progress
Since the beginning of the year, a total of 10 survey legs have been finalised by the MI (Table 6
and Figure 25).
• This included all data collected during the current year onboard RV Celtic Voyager and RV Celtic Explorer in addition to data
collected during supported projects.
• In 2018 in support of inshore data processing backlog reduction MI also completed processing of four historical substantial
datasets collected by GSI.
Finalised survey legs 2018
Q1 2018

Q2 2018

Q3 2018

Q4 2018

CB1305

Lir17_01

CE18_01

CV18_03

UU_Shipwrecks

Mal17_01

CV18_02

Geo17_02

CV18_01

TOSCA EM302

Table 6: Surveys finalised by MI during 2018.

Figure 25: Current MI data processing status & workload (green is complete).
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Geological Survey Ireland Processing Plans & Progress
Since the beginning of the year, a total of 18 survey legs have been finalised by the GSI (Table 7) with approximately 563 days
of processing required to complete outstanding work (Figure 26). Of these, approximately 340 days are to be tasked in Q1
2019 for processing during the coming months. The increasing processing effort required relates to:
• Extended acquisition due to favourable weather conditions.
• Move to fulltime use of 4 small platforms vs. 3.
• Assignment of data processors to support acquisition program during field season.
Finalised survey legs 2018
Q1 2018

Q2 2018

Q3 2018

Q4 2018

CLN16_01 - Irish Sea

KRY17_01 - Howth

KRY16_02 - Wicklow

COR18_01 – AFBI

KRY15_05 - Foyle

GEO17_01 - Howth

KRY16_03 - Wicklow

KRY18_05

TON16_03 - Wexford

KRY11_05

TON15_05 - Carlingford

GEO11_05

TON16_01 - Wicklow

GEO12_03

GEO11_03 - Wexford
GEO15_05 - Carlingford
GEO16_01 - Wicklow
GEO17_03 - Kerry
Table 7: Surveys finalised by GSI during 2018.

Figure 26: Current GSI data processing status & workload (green is complete).
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INFOMAR Charting Progress
INFOMAR aims to produce chart products for the following data type: bathymetry, backscatter, shaded relief at three separate
scales (1:50k, 1:100k and overview scale) and seabed sediment classification maps. The current status of chart production
across the various formats is shown in Table 8. While multibeam coverage is sufficient for the creation of contours, backscatter
and shaded relief charts, the production of seabed sediment classification maps does require additional groundtruthing such as
sediment samples and underwater video which can delay their production.
Bathymetric charts are designed to present accurate, measurable description and visual presentation of the submerged terrain.
In some way, charting can be considered the last step in a long chain of events that can take up to several years. Charts of a
specific area are only created when enough good quality and reliable data for such area have been collected. When new data
become available, the charts are redone and a new revision tag is assigned (R1, R2 etc). Completed chart status for 2018 is
shown in Table 9.

State of delivery of the chart products
INFOMAR Phase 1 charts will be completed when processed multibeam data and adequate
groundtruthing information are made available.
Products

Currently
Online

Outstanding
charts

Target

% of
completion

50k scale (Phase 1)

124

8

132

94%

100k scale (Phase 1)

52

4

56

93%

100k scale coastal (Phase 2)

28

64

92

30%

120k overview scale (Phase 1)

4

0

4

100%

Grey scale charts

26

0

26

100%

Sediment classification charts (Phase 1)

16

10

26

62%

Table 8: Numerical summary of status of INFOMAR Chart Production.
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Q1-2018

Q2-2018

• 100k scale coastal series: NW1, NW2 and
NW4 created and published online.

• 50k and 100k charts completed for Lough
Foyle.

• Grey Scale chart series: completed for
all 26 INFOMAR bays after a license
agreement was reached with ESRI over
the use of the ESRI World Imagery. A new
web mapping service has been created to
allow the download of these charts. The
new viewer will be embedded in the new
INFOMAR website in Q2-2018 ((http://
maps.marine.ie/infomarvariousmaps/ )

• NW4, NW5 and NW6 chart completed
from the 100k chart series.
• Sediment classification charts Achill,
Blacksod, Broadhaven, Dingle, Donegal,
Galway, Killary, Kinsale, Mannin, Sligo and
Tralee completed.

• New template for production of Sediment
Classification Map completed.
• Sediment classification charts for Achill,
Dingle, Blacksod, Galway, Mannin and
Tralee completed and published online.
Q3-2018

Q4-2018

• 50k and 100k charts for Wexford
completed.

Waiting data delivery from GSI for Boyne and
Carlingford.

• NW3 chart completed area.

Additional charts completed include:

• Sediment classification charts for Bantry,
Dunmanus, Dingle, Cork, Dunmanus,
Mannin have been completed.

• Kilkieran Bay (50 k chart) to complete a
data request.

• Revision of templates for previously
published sediment classification charts
completed.
Table 9: Chart Work completed during 2018 main body.
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• Sediment classification charts for
Waterford.
• Series of Blue scale / customized charts as
follow up to data requests/events.
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Programme 3 - Value
Added Exploitation
INFOMAR Programme 3 Objective: To deliver a range of value added opportunities linked to
user demands, commercial markets and external funding sources.

Introduction
INFOMAR continues to deliver a range of value added opportunities linked to user demands,
commercial markets and external funding sources (e.g. EU Framework Programme 7) while our
strategic plan is evolving to meet the requirements and fulfil the objectives of national and
international policy including:
Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth (HOOW)
• HOOW is Ireland’s integrated marine plan. It sets out a comprehensive range of actions across a number of sectoral areas
to enable our marine potential to be realised. Key objectives are to double the value of our ocean wealth to 2.4% of GDP by
2030 and increase the turnover from our ocean economy to exceed €6.4bn by 2020.
Marine Spatial Planning (MSP)
• An integrated planning and management approach is required to address competition for marine space e.g. for
infrastructural development, natural and biological resource exploitation, ecosystem, biodiversity and heritage conservation,
and human activities such as shipping, fishing, and tourism & leisure. As such, Ireland will implement a Marine Spatial Plan
through the Dept. of Housing, Planning and Local Government, which will be underpinned by INFOMAR data and activities.
Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD)
• The MSFD aims to achieve Good Environmental Status of the EU's marine waters by 2020 and to protect the resource
base upon which marine-related economic and social activities depend. Specifically the structure, functions and processes
(including physiographic, geographic, geological and climactic) of marine ecosystems are not to be impaired or lessened by
human-induced environmental change and biodiversity is to be maintained.
Irelands Marine Atlas
• INFOMAR continues to create and contribute critical bathymetric, habitat and geophysical data to Ireland’s Marine Atlas,
Digital Ocean, and through an array of INFOMAR Webmapping Viewers, GIS Services, and data portals.
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Significant activity has been ongoing under the Value Added Exploitation Programme, in line with
recommendations from the 2013 PwC & 2016 Risk Solutions INFOMAR Programme reviews.

The focus of INFOMAR effort on this sub-programme in 2018 was;
1. Coordination of cross-government initiative on Offshore Reef Mapping, co-funded by European Maritime Fisheries Fund
and National Parks and Wildlife Service, supported by INFOMAR (GSI & MI), National Parks & Wildlife Service (NPWS) &
Comissioner of Irish Lights (CIL).
2. Continued efforts on capacity building, and raising public and Irish industry awareness of and engagement with INFOMAR.
3. Expanding and developing international research and development collaboration, both directly through project participation,
and indirectly through networking Irish academia and companies with international consortia and opportunities.

With a current focus on developing sector specific impact relating to INFOMAR in the short to medium term in the areas
of fisheries and aquaculture, tourism & leisure, and education, the key projects and/or collaborations progressed by Marine
Institute during 2018 are outlined below.
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Research & Development Activity
International R&D and Collaboration
In support of developing INFOMAR’s current and future role in European and international research activity, the INFOMAR
team progressed the following during 2018:
• SeaMonitor Stage 2 Loughs Agency led project proposal submitted with Marine Institute, UCC & GMIT Irish partners.
Telemetry focus, with seabed mapping NW Donegal & Foyle.
Call: INTERREG IVA – Northern Ireland – Ireland – Scotland. P2:Environment, Objective 2.2 – Manage Marine Protected
Areas & Species. (INFOMAR P1&P3 related). Awarded and contract negotiations in progress.
• e-INSIST Stage 2 Bangor University Welsh led project proposal with Marine Institute & DCU Irish partners submitted but
unsuccessful.
Call: INTERREG VA and Ireland Wales Co-operation Programme. Coastal & Marine Tourism and Leisure focus, relating to
Irish Sea cultural and natural heritage (INFOMAR P2&P3 related).
• Mission Atlantic DTU Aqua led project Stage 2 proposal submitted with MI & 30 international partners. Ecosystem & sustainable
fisheries focus, with habitat mapping & Celtic Sea case study. Unsuccessful, but invited for resubmission Jan 2019.
Call: H2020 Programme (BG-08-2018). (INFOMAR P1, P2&P3 related).
• Industry collaboration opportunities discussed with executive management hydrographic team in Kongsberg Maritime
(Horten 24th – 26th April). Networking contributed to Irish SME XOcean participation in H2020 autonomous technology
development consortium.
• Project work on the DGMARE ProAtlantic checkpoint was finalised and final products successfully delivered to the project
co-ordinators for review.
• Participation in MareMap INFOMAR MAREANO (MIM) workshop on seabed sampling and geomorphology, to progress
discussions on standardisation of approaches & technology solutions for groundtruth planning and sampling site selection
(Edinburgh 27th-28th Feb).
• Irish & EU representation at the 08th Atlantic Seabed Mapping International Working Group (ASMIWG) meeting (Lisbon
28-31st May).
• Onboard support provided during the mobilisation of RV Celtic Voyager for survey leg CV18003: Irish Sea Paleolandscape
Investigation of St Georges Channel and Irish Sea. Institute of Technology, Sligo.
• Presentation to Norwegian Off-Shore Wind Energy delegation (Jan 22nd) to highlight the extent of Irish seabed mapping.
• INFOMAR representation at relaunch of the UKs MareMap programme (Edinburgh 26th Feb)
• INFOMAR representation at UK Civil Hydrography Annual Seminar (London 07th March).
• INFOMAR representation at GEOHAB Annual Conference (US 08th- 11th May).
• INFOMAR representation at ICES WG on Marine Habitat Mapping annual meeting (Hamburg 21-24th May).
• INFOMAR and University of New Hampshire presentation at the Shallow Survey 2018 conference at St, Johns Canada (13rd October) titled; “A data driven approach to sound velocity corrections for autonomous surface vehicles”.
• Provision of INFOMAR bathymetric dataset to SeaField Navigation for inclusion in commercial fisheries plotter software
• On invitation from Dept of Transport, INFOMAR participated on behalf of Ireland at the 33rd North Sea Hydrographic
Commission (NSHC) meeting in Ostende, Belguim (26th-28th March).
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EMODnet
The EMODnet Project (www.emodnet.eu) is a major international platform for the INFOMAR programme with many of areas
of activity feeding in to the EU funded initiative.
Project work on EMODNet Habitats, EMODNet Geology, and EMODnet Bathymetry continues. Duties include active liaison
with EMODNET Biology, meeting attendance, data compilation and reporting. INFOMAR products and expertise feed into the
following thematic work packages:
• Sea-bed substrate (sediment layer at the sea-floor).
• Sediment accumulation rate.
• Sea-floor geology – lithology (bedrock geology beneath the surficial sediment, geomorphology, Quaternary geology, faults).
• Coastal behaviour.
• Geological events and probabilities, active faulting and seismic activity.
• Marine Habitats.
• Mineral occurrences, including raw materials, hydrocarbons and marine mineral occurrences on or under the seabed metallic
minerals).
• Submerged landscapes.
• Marine geophysical survey index metadata, marine geological sample index metadata.

GEOERA, MINDeSEA and GARAH
INFOMAR personnel expertise helped establish and actively support two projects under the European Geological Surveys
Research Area to deliver a Geological Service for Europe (GeoERA).
• Geological Analysis and Resource Assessment of selected Hydrocarbon systems (GARAH)
• Seabed Mineral Deposits in European Seas: Metallogeny and Geological Potential for Strategic and Critical Raw Materials
(MINDeSEA).
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Irish R&D and Collaboration
In developing and supporting national R&D initiatives, the following outline activities were coordinated and/or undertaken
during 2018:
• Coordination of the 2018 collaborative Offshore Reef survey, ‘SeaRover’, which addresses Ireland’s requirement under
its international obligations to undertake offshore reef investigations. In line with EC Habitat Directive requirements, this
survey was in follow up to the 2009 & 2017 INFOMAR coordinated Offshore Reef survey, further field mapping and
reporting on biogenic and geogenic reef distribution within the Irish EEZ was required. The three year SeaRover programme
was developed (2017-2019), overseen by NPWS and Marine Institute, and with an MI & GSI INFOMAR team in place to
lead the planning and acquisition of ROV video, biological samples and physical groundtruth data. The project is funded by
DAFM (via EMFF) & NPWS, and supported by INFOMAR (MI & GSI), NUIG, and Plymouth University. The Granuaile was
mobilised with the ROV Holland 1, an array of survey and groundtruthing instrumentation and sailed from Galway following
SeaFest on July 2nd. Outputs will support Marine Strategy Framework Directive, Habitats Directive, Marine Spatial Planning,
OSPAR, and sustainable fisheries management. Fifty-two transects were surveyed. The vessels travelled 2173 km, 119
hours were spent sampling and recording HD video on the seabed. The ROV travelled 142 km vertically and collected
163 biological specimens and 43 sediment samples. Reporting on the 2017 EMFF Geogenic Reef survey was carried out
and completed during 2018. The data is currently being formatted in support of an ICES data call on Vulnerable Marine
Ecosystems (VMEs) and will input directly into national obligations under MSFD and MSP. A tender was completed for
assessment of 2018 EMFF Offshore Reef video data, and a contract awarded to Plymouth University. Preparations for the
final 2019 SeaRover survey are underway.
• Geological Survey Ireland (GSI), UCD and NOC co-led a successful scientific voyage to the mid-Atlantic ridge in May 2018.
This geological and biological study, named Tectonic Ocean Spreading at the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone (TOSCA) was
planned over 3 years by the project partners. Thirteen scientists in total travelled 1,600 km west from Galway to the site, on
board RV Celtic Explorer. During the month at sea, marine surveying equipment including Ireland’s ROV Holland 1 was used
to characterise the Charlie Gibbs fracture zone which consists of two faults, visible on the seabed, that cross the Atlantic
from Ireland to Newfoundland. These faults are parallel and 40km apart on both the American and European tectonic
plates. They continue to separate from the centre of the Atlantic at the mid-Atlantic ridge. The faults, or fracture zones,
offset the mid-Atlantic ridge by 370 km. They facilitate a unique style of tectonic plate spreading that result in submarine
mountains rising up to 4 km above the abyssal plain. The nine research agencies involved were Geological Survey Ireland,
University College Dublin, National Oceanography Centre, Marine Institute Ireland, Queens University Belfast, Memorial
University Newfoundland and Marine Institute Newfoundland, Canada, National University of Athens, Greece, and
Christian-Albrechts Kiel University, Germany. The expedition was supported by the National Development Plan, the Irish
National Research Vessels Ship-Time Programme, the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the INFOMAR programme and
the Atlantic Ocean Research Alliance.
• Liaison with MSP development team based in the MI to develop a delivery plan on Irelands MSP related commitments.
• INFOMAR provided survey expertise, sampling equipment and software.
• Liaison with DIAS on iMARL and SEA-SEIS projects
• Following an enquiry in relation to chart depths and datum in Mulroy Bay, Co. Donegal an initiative was launched to analyse
the accuracy of the VORF model in the area, which had been used to level INFOMAR LiDAR data acquired in Mulroy. Four
tide-gauges were installed along the Bay and left to log tidal data for a full tidal cycle where possible and LAT was calculated
using tidal harmonics (TASK software) and compared to VORF modelled results. Discrepancies were noted between the
inner and outer bay and these data are still undergoing analysis as of end 2018. A report will be produced on the matter in
2019.
• INFOMAR data and advice relating to scallop grounds were assessed and provided to Fisheries Ecosystem Advisory
Services, for incorporation to research ongoing on the INTERREG funded BlueFish project.
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• The Following Research projects had input from INFOMAR team members through the GSI Research funded short call
programme:
˃

modelling maerl habitat dynamics in response to increased stormines (NUIG).

˃ Scour Potential Evaluation of the Western Irish Sea Mud Belt (SCOPE) (GDG).
˃ Intertidal Feature Mapping from Sentinel and Drone (INTREPID) (ENVOGEO).
˃ Quantification of coastal platform roughness (TCD).
˃ The development of the CoastSim platform: a virtual coastal landscape time travel experience exploring landscape
evolution (Realsim).
• INFOMAR inshore datasets were provided to the Celtic Interconnector project via Eirgrid.

Irish Education, Training, Capacity Build
In a continued effort to develop Irish education, training and research and professional networks in INFOMAR related
disciplines the following initiatives were supported during 2018:
• Development and delivery of INFOMAR training course for Transition Year students during the rescheduled Marine
Institute TY week (April 10th).
• INFOMAR presentation at the EMRA Conference on Marine Robotics in Limerick University (June 12th) providing
overview of ROB robotics application in supporting sustainable development of marine resources.
• Ongoing research (1 Cullen PhD student supervised by INFOMAR) detailing eeaweed mapping of intertidal areas (brown
fucoid, Ascophyllum nodosum) using remote sensing technologies mounted on aerial platforms and on subtidal kelp
species using vessel-mounted acoustic sensors. Key targets achieved so far include several aerial and drone surveys (4 in
total over 2 years) and related analysis of hyperspectral data allowing for accurate quantitative assessment of A. nodosum
distribution and seasonal variability.
• Hosted a GMIT undergraduate science student 6 month work placement, undertaking an assessment of the potential value
and application of e-DNA sample analysis in support of INFOMAR groundtruthing activities.
• Two Irish students (Bangor University and UCC) from the TTRS training program and two US students from the BEAM
program (College of Charleston- US) took part of survey leg CE1801 onboard RV Celtic Explorer.
• INFOMAR data is now available within ScoilNet, an online Education portal used within the Irish school curriculum and
specifically the new Junior Cycle Geography course. Although INFOMAR data was available in ScoilNet in August the
partnership was officially launched at the annual seminar in November. The portal contains specific lesson plans based
on INFOMAR online data which can be promoted in the ’spotlight’ section. Review of material developed by ScoilNet is
ongoing:

https://www.scoilnet.ie/go-to-post-primary/infomar/
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Public Awareness & Engagement
For a full overview of INFOMAR outreach events / meetings / conference attendances see Table 10.
• The INFOMAR Sandboxes continue to be sought for public outreach and education events, including the 2018 BT Young
Scientist Exhibition and SeaFest events, providing a hand’s on interactive learning experience of 3D terrain mapping to a 2D
chart product.
• INFOMAR data and products were exhibited throughout the 2018 Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth and Smart Ocean
conferences, and the associated SeaFest events in Galway Docks. Interactive exhibits were demonstrated at the trade show
event, onboard the RV Celtic Explorer (visited by Minister Kyne and Minister Creed).
• Non-scientific fora presented at / attended by Marine Institute INFOMAR personnel included;
• Royal Irish Yacht Club (Jan 12th) – invited speaker, INFOMAR overview & Dive App.
• Dive Ireland (3-4th Mar) – Offshore Reef and 3D wrecks presentation.
• Local school visit to the Marine Institute - SandBox & Shipwrecks (09th Mar).
• Oceanology International (13th-15th March) – Industry engagement.
• Donegal Co. Co. Tourism Conference (08th March) – invited speaker INFOMAR overview.
• Cuan Beo, Local engagement at Clarinbridge Oyster Festival. Highlight the role of seabed mapping in selection of
aquaculture / native oyster fisheries.
• Scoil MacDara NS Carraroe - Introduce seabed mapping, the deep sea and the Real Map of Ireland to the students.
• Galway Science & Technology Fair – public engagement highlighting the role of seabed mapping and how it contributes to
the work deliverables of the Marine Institute.
• Individual vessels of the inshore fleet participated in the following open days as part of INFOMAR outreach scheduled
throughout the operational season.
• RV Keary Arklow Maritime Festival 3rd-5th August.
• RV Keary Irish Marine Industry Event, Dun Laoghaire 20th September.
• RV Keary was onhand in support of Dunmore East Bicentennail Event on 22nd Sept and the CHERISH outreach open
day at Grand Canal Dock on 21st November, however both events were cancelled at the last minute by organisers for
circumstances beyond their control.
• RV Mallet held an open evening as part of the INFOMAR 2018 Seminar in Kinsale Co. Cork.
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Date

Event

Location

Sector

Exposure

11-13 Jan

Young Scientist Exhibition

Dublin

Outreach / Education

National

22-Jan

Off-Shore Wind, Statoil talk

Oranmore

Industry

International

25-Jan

Cypriot Delegation

Oranmore

Industry

International

27-28 Feb

MIM Working Group

Edinburgh

Research

International

31-Jan – 01-Feb

EMODnet WP8 Meeting

Crete

Research

International

03-Feb

Eigse na Brideoige

Waterville

Outreach / Education

Local

12-16 Feb

Ocean Science 2018

Portland

Research

International

03-Mar

Dive Ireland

Limerick

Outreach / Education

National

08-Mar

Donegal Tourism

Donegal

Outreach / Education

National

09-Mar

School Visit

Oranmore

Outreach / Education

Local

13-15 Mar

Oceanology

London

Industry

International

19-20 Mar

NAG-TEC workshop

Copenhagen

Research/Industry

International

26-30 Mar

EMODnet Geology

Montenegro

Research

International

10-Apr

TY Day (Rescheduled)

Oranmore

Outreach / Education

National

21-May

ICES WGMHM WG

Hamburg

Research

International

28-May

EMODNet Seabed Habitats

Portugal

Research

International

11-Jun

ProAtlantic Final Meeting

Portugal

Research

International

12-Jun

EMRA Marine Robots Conference

Limerick

Research

International

18-22 June

Resourcing Future Generations

Canada

Research

International

27-29 June

Our Ocean Wealth

Galway

Industry/ Outreach

National

29 Jun-1 Jul

SeaFest

Galway

Outreach / Education

International

14-Sep

Femme Conference

Paris

Research

International

25–28 Sept

ICES ASC

Hamburg

Research

International

24-29 Sept

EMODnet Geology meeting

Albania

Research

International

1-3 Oct

Shallow Survey

St Johns, Canada

Research

International

05-Oct

Cuan Beo – local engagement

Clarinbridge

Outreach / Education

Local

31-Oct

Atlantic Ireland Conference

Dublin

Industry

International

06-Nov

Geoscience 2018

Dublin

Industry/ Research/ Outreach

National

08-09 Nov

INFOMAR Seminar

Kinsale

All

International

12-16 Nov

EMODNet Seabed Habitats

Brest

Research

International

13- 15 Nov

Commercial UAV Show

ExCeL, London

Research/Outreach

International

21-23 Nov

EOOS Conference

Brussels

Research

International

25-Nov

Science & Technology Festival

Galway

Outreach / Education

Local

29-Nov

EMFF Biodiversity Day

Dublin

Industry

National

10-16 Dec

AGU Fall Meeting

Washington

Research

International

Table 10: INFOMAR Events 2018.
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Media Coverage
There were 162 INFOMAR related articles covered by the media in 2018 including 116 articles
or news stories online, 25 print articles, 11 radio segments and 10 TV appearances. The most
popular stories by media engagement are shown in Figure 27. INFOMAR led news stories and
press releases are detailed in Table 11.

Figure 27: Most popular INFOMAR news stories 2018.

Date

Story

Media

23-Apr

INFOMAR survey to map the Celtic Sea

News Story

08-Jun

TOSCA Survey

Press Release

23-Jul

EMFF Reef survey - Coral

Press Release

17-Sep

INFOMAR presence at FEMME 2018

News Story

11-Oct

The Seabed - Our Final Frontier

News Story

08-Nov

Seminar / EMFF Reef survey - Sharks

Press Release

13-Nov

10 Things to know..

TV

Table 11: INFOMAR led news stories and Press Releases 2018.
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APPENDIX 1

Marine Institute Survey Coverage 2018

CE18_01 Bathymetry Overview

CE18_01 F5/G5/H5 Bathymetry

CE18_01 Shaded Relief Overview

CE18_01 G6 Seabed Features

CE18_01 G5/G6 Seabed Features

CE18_01 G5 Shipwreck (1 of 2)

Figure 28: Images of data acquired to June 30th during survey legs CE18_01 (INFOMAR Survey Units F5, F6, G5, G6, H5 & H6).
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CE18_01 G5 Shipwreck (2 of 2)

CE18_01 H6 Seabed Features

CE18_01 F5 Seabed Features

CE18_01 G6 Seabed Features

Figure 29: Images of data acquired to June 30th during survey legs CE18_01 (INFOMAR Survey Units F5, F6, G5, G6, H5 & H6).
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CV18_01 Bathymetry Overview (Hatched Blue)

CV18_01 Bathymetry – Channel Feature

CV18_01 Shaded Relief – Channel Feature

Figure 30: Survey coverage for leg CV18_01 (INFOMAR Survey Units K9, L9, K10 & L10).
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CV18_02 Bathymetry Overview

CV18_02 J10 Bathymetry

CV18_02 J8/J9/J10/K8/K9 Bathymetry

CV18_02 Shaded Relief Overview

CV18_02 J10 Shaded Relief

CV18_02 J8/J9/J10/K8/K9 Shaded Relief

Figure 31: Images of data acquired to June 30th during survey legs CE18_01 (INFOMAR Survey Units F5, F6, G5, G6, H5 & H6).
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CV18_02 J8 Seabed Features

CV18_02 J9 Seabed Features

CV18_02 J9 Seabed Features

CV18_02 K9 Seabed Features

Figure 32: Images of data acquired to survey legs CV18_02 (INFOMAR Survey Units J8, J9, J10, K8 and K9).
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CV18_03 Bathymetry Overview

CV18_03 H10, I10, J10 Bathymetry

CV18_03 J8/K8 Bathymetry

CV18_03 Shaded Relief Overview

CV18_03 H10, I10, J10 Shaded Relief

CV18_03 J8/K8 Shaded Relief

Figure 33: Images of data acquired to survey legs CV18_03 (INFOMAR Survey Units K8, J8, H10, I10 and J10).
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CV18_03 J10 Seabed Features

CV18_03 I10 Seabed Features

CV18_03 J10 Seabed Features

CV18_03 J8 Seabed Features

Figure 34: Images of data acquired to survey legs CV18_03 (INFOMAR Survey Units K8, J8, H10, I10 and J10).
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APPENDIX 2

Geological Survey Ireland Survey Coverage 2018

Figure 35: GEO18_01, LIR18_02 Surveys (Saltees).

Figure 36: KRY18_01 Offshore Celtic Sea.
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Figure 37: MAL18_01 Offshore Celtic Sea.

Figure 38: LIR18_02 Offshore Celtic Sea.
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Figure 39: GEO18_01, GEO18_02, LIR18_02, LIR18_03 Surveys (Tramore Bay).

Figure 40: GEO18_02, LIR18_03, KRY18_04 Surveys (Cork – Youghal/Clonakilty).
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Figure 41: MAL18_02 Offshore Celtic Sea.

Figure 42: KRY18_02 – KRY18_04 Offshore Celtic Sea.
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Figure 43: LIR18_03 Offshore Celtic Sea.

Figure 44: KRY18_03 (Cemlyn Bay, Wales)
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Figure 45: Overview of GSI survey coverage in the Celtic Sea and along the south coast.
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APPENDIX 3

INFOMAR Survey Coverage 2018 in collaboration with Agri-Foods
and Biosciences Institute (AFBI)

Figure 46: COR18_01 Survey (INFOMAR-AFBI, Irish Sea (North)).
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Notes
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